Copenhagen, 10 March 2020

PRESS RELEASE

GRAS partners with Sound Hub Denmark, the world’s first international
sound technology innovation environment
Today, GRAS Sound & Vibration announced its partnership with Sound Hub Denmark. An
opportunity to join a world-class sound and acoustics growth hub in Struer together with
other players in the sound industry such us Bang & Olufsen, GN Audio (Jabra) and Harman
Lifestyle among others.

Knowledge sharing and world-class facilities, key for innovation
Sound Hub Denmark is an innovative environment for startups, SMEs and corporates. It offers
business acceleration in a sound professional co-working environment with access to excellent
sound, craft and test facilities and highly specialized skills from industry-leaders and knowledge
institutions.
GRAS has developed cutting-edge products over the
years and has always been a frontrunner when it comes
to developing innovative solutions to complex challenges
and thus brings extensive knowledge about the consumer
audio and electronics industry, among other segments
within the field of sound and acoustics. Thus, Sound Hub
Denmark already use products from GRAS such as the
KEMAR 45BC Head and Torso, 43BB Low-noise Ear
Simulator System and RA0402 High-Frequency Ear
Simulator, enabling to measure below the human
threshold of hearing and in the complete audible range.
“We are excited to collaborate with Sound Hub Denmark
because this is an opportunity for us to share knowledge
and support the start-ups joining this innovative hub that
are developing advanced solutions for the future needs in
the sound and acoustics industry”, states Peter WulfAndersen, founder of GRAS Sound & Vibration A/S.

Sound Hub Denmark offers access to test facilities with advanced equipment to companies wishing
to conduct their tests with the most innovative tools available. As part of the partnership agreement
between GRAS and Sound Hub Denmark, representatives from GRAS together with Sound Hub
will give seminars and trainings in this co-working environment.
”We welcome GRAS on board to take part in our ambition to make Sound Hub Denmark a worldclass innovation hub for companies in the field of sound and acoustics. With the collaboration of
leading companies in the acoustics field, we hope to bring us closer to reach that goal. It is also an
opportunity for us to share knowledge, which is key for innovation”, states Peter Petersen, CEO of
Sound Hub Denmark.
The current partners of Sound Hub Denmark are Bang & Olufsen, GN Audio (Jabra), Harman
Lifestyle, Accelerace, EKTOS, Aalborg University, Danish Sound Network, Struer Council and
investors such as the Faerch Foundation and Vald. Birn Holding.
Contact Details at GRAS
For further information, please contact Martin M. Khan, Global Marketing Director, Phone: +45
4566 4046 or write to gras@gras.dk.
Contact Details at Sound Hub Denmark
For further information, please contact Peter Petersen, CEO of Sound Hub Denmark, Phone: +45
4045 6569 or write to pp@soundhub.dk.

